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We generalize some results, known for dynamic algebras, to test algebras. Main results: 
Every free algebra in the equational class generated by separable test algebras is isomorphic to 
a Kripke test structure. Consequently, equational classes generated by separable test algebras 
and by Kripke test structures coincide. In contrast to dynamic algebras, free separable test 
algebras over fnitely many generators do not exist. Epimorphisms in the equational class 
generated by separable dynamic or test algebras are shown not to be necessarily surjective. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Dynamic algebras were introduced by Kozen [7] (cf. also Pratt [ 191) in connec- 
tion with propositional dynamic logic PDL. A dynamic algebra (as defined in [19] 
and then investigated in [S]) is a two-sorted algebra (T&S) with operations 
v, -9 0 on g (of arities 2, 1, 0, respectively), 
v . * on &! (of arities 2,2, 1, respectively), , ,, 
0: axa?-+L@ 
subject to identities 
(1) “7 -7 0 make g a Boolean algebra 
(2) aO=O, a(p v q)=ap v aq 
(3) (aub)p=up v bp 
(4) CabI p = 4bp) 
(5) p v aa*p 6 a*p Bp v a*cap -p), 
where ; and 0 are omitted for brevity, a, b E W and p, q E 99. 
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By [19], (5) can be replaced by 
(5’) a*p=min{q;p<q>aq}. 
The dynamic algebras are also investigated in the monograph [4]. The basic 
examples of dynamic algebras are the original models of PDL, called Kripke struc- 
tures in [19] (though investigated before Kripke by Tarski and others, see 
e.g., [6]). A Kripke structure is a dynamic algebra (.@I, 9) where &? is a Boolean 
algebra of subsets of a set W with the usual set theoretical operations; W is an 
algebra consisting of binary relations on W where u , ; are the union and the com- 
position of binary relations, respectively, and * assigns to each relation u its 
reflexive-and-transitive closure. Finally, 
up= {SE w; 3tEp, (s, t)ea}. 
The set W appearing in the definition may be thought of as the set of states of a 
computer; a proposition p E &I is identified with the set p c W of states in which the 
proposition p holds and elements of %Y are (non-deterministic) “actions” or 
“programs”: each (s, t) E a represents a passage from the state s to the state t when 
the program a is applied. Operations u , ;, * represent the program constructs 
“choice,” “sequence,” and “iteration.” 
Program constructs if then else, and while do cannot be obtained as combinations 
of the above; that is why tests are added to PDL; this leads to test algebras. 
A test algebra (Pratt [ 193) is a dynamic algebra (S?, S?) with one more operation 
?: &I --f 9i?, where 
(6) (‘@) q=p A 4. 
A Kripke test structure is a test algebra (%!I’, 9) which is a Kripke structure 
equipped with relations 
?p={(w); SEP} (PEaI. 
Then ifp then a else b abbreviates ((?p) a) u ((? -p) b) and while p do u abbreviates 
(VP) a)* ” (?-PI. 
Most results on dynamic algebras can be extended to test algebras without essen- 
tial change of arguments; we list some of these results in the last section. This is not 
the case with Pratt’s theorem [ll] on free separable algebras. The validity of the 
latter theorem was formulated as an open problem in [13]. We shall solve it in the 
next section. The first version of the present paper appeared (without proofs) 
as [23]. 
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II. THE EQUATIONAL HULLOF KRIPKE TEST STRUCTURES 
A dynamic (or test) algebra (%Y’, 9) is called separable if for a,, a2 E z%? 
alp=a2p for all p E 98 implies a i = a,. 
The separability implies some evident identities for actions, e.g., the associativity for 
the composition of actions (ab) c= a(bc), the commutativity for the union of 
actions c1 u b = b u a for dynamic algebras and for test algebras; moreover, 
VP) u (?q) = ?(P v q), (?P)(?4) = ?(P A q), (?p)* = ?l. 
The class SDA (or STA) of separable dynamic algebras (or separable test algebras, 
respectively) is not equational. Still SDA admits all free algebras. This is an 
immediate consequence of the result that free algebras in HSP(SDA) are separable 
(due to Pratt [ 191 for non-void sets of Boolean generators and to NCmeti [ 161 for 
the general case). Here HSP( V) is the equational class generated by a class V of 
algebras; it consists of homomorphic images of subalgebras of products of 
V-algebras. This is not true any more for test algebras: 
THEOREM 1. Let m, n be cardinal numbers. The following are equivalent: 
(i) m+n is infinite or m=O; 
(ii) the free algebra F,. n in HSP(STA) over n Boolean and m action 
generators is separable; 
(iii) the free separable test algebra Fz,. over n Boolean and m action 
generators does exist. 
Proof (i) -+ (ii) I. Let n be arbitrary and m = 0. Then F,,,, = (~3~, &), where 
gF is the free Boolean algebra on n generators and W, = { ?p; p E $YF}. Then F,, n is 
obviously separable. 
II. Let either n or m be infinite. Then F,,. is separable. To prove this, first 
notice that for any class V of algebras, the free algebra in HSP( V) is a subalgebra 
of a direct product of V-algebras. Thus a, #a, for a,, a, •9~ means that there 
exists a homomorphism (h,, h,): F,, n -+ (g, W) such that ($?,a) is a separable 
dynamic algebra and h&a,) # h,(a,), i.e., h&a,) p # h&a,) p for some ~~93. 
Actions a,, a, can be represented by terms using finitely many generators. Hence 
there exists either a Boolean generator 7~ or an action generator tx that does not 
occur in the representations of a, and u2. In the former case redefine (h,, hB) by 
putting h,z=p. Then h,(a,), h&a,) remain unchanged and hence 
b(a,nn) = Ma,) hsd~) = Ma,) P + h&a,) P = h,(a,n) 
which implies a, x # a2 n. 
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In the latter case redefine (h,, hyp) by putting h,%a = ?p. Again h,(a,), h&a,) 
remain unchanged and we have 
ka(~,(~l)) = Ma,) b(a) h,(l) = &(a,) P z h,(4) p = h,(a,(d 1) 
which implies u,(ctl) # a,(~1 ). 
(ii) * (iii) If the free algebra F,,, n , in HSP(STA) is separable then it is the free 
separable algebra F;S nr evidently. 
non(i)-non(ii) & non(iii) Let m, n be finite and m >O. 
(A) First, let us prove that the free algebra F,,,. in HSP(STA) is not 
separable. 
I. Denote by x,, . . . . rt,, and CC,, .. . . a, the Boolean and the action generators, 
respectively. Put 
.+C; (in particular, rt = 1 if n = 0), 
,=I 
a= ij ai, 
,=I 
p=7c-ccl. 
II. We claim that the actions 
c, = (?cx’p) cc(?p) u c12, c2 = a2 
are distinct but inseparable in F,,,, n. 
To prove this, we need some auxiliary statements. Let us denote by 9& and 98r 
the Boolean and the action part of F,,,., respectively. First, we prove that for all 
PEC& and u~gr, 
up <p v al. 
In fact, denote by A the set of all a E z%‘r such that the above inequality holds for all 
p E 59r. Then A contains all generators (because sip d ~1) and all tests (?q). Also, A 
is obviously closed under u and under the composition. Hence, to prove A = &, 
it suffices to show that A is closed under *. For every UE A, PE .?& and, for 
q,,=p v al, we have aq,<q, v al =qo, hence aq, < q. >p. By (S’), u*p = min 
{q 1 uq < q >p}, consequently a*p < q. so that a* E A. 
III. Now, we prove that p is an atom in &, i.e., for all p~i49~, either 
p A p = p or p A p = 0. In fact, we represent each p E @r by a term in generator 
symbols and operation symbols and proceed by induction on the complexity of the 
term, i.e., on the number of symbols: 
(1) Ifp=n,, thenpA P=~L~A (n-al)=p. 
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(2) If p =pl v p2, where p, A p and p2 A p are in (0, p} then also p A p 
is in (0, p} by the distributivity of A and v . 
(3) If p = -pl and p, A p =0 or p, respectively, then p A p = p or 0, 
respectively. 
(4) Let p = ap, . If a is represented by a term of the form a = a, a,, we 
have ap, = al(a2 p); repeating this argument finitely many times, we express p by a 
term a’p’ of the same complexity as ap,, where a’ is not of the form a’ = a, a,. 
Hence we consider the following possibilities only: 
(a) a=cci; then ap, A p<al A p=ctl A (x-c~l)=O. 
(b) a=a,ua,; then ap, A p = (alp, A p) v (a,p, A p), both sum- 
mands being in (0, p}, by induction hypothesis. 
(c) a=a:; by (5’), pldaFpl, and by II, a:p,<P, v al, so that 
p1 6 a:p, dp, v ~1; consequently, 
Hence a: p A p = p, A p which is in (0, p} by the induction hypothesis. 
(d) a= (?q); then ap A p = (q A p) A (p A p), both factors being in 
(0, p}, by the induction hypothesis. 
IV. Now, we prove that the actions cl, cl, defined in I, are distinct in F,,,, ,,. 
We construct a homomorphism h from F,.. to the full Kripke test structure 
(%9, a), where 9? is the power set algebra on a four-element set {x, y, z, v}. We put 
h7ci = 1 for all i, hcrj= ((u, x), (u, z), (z, y)} for allj. 
Then hc, = {(u, x), (u, y)} while hc, = {(c, y)}. 
V. Finally, we prove thatc, and c2 are inseparable in F,,,., i.e., c, p = c,p 
for all p E C&. In fact, 
c,p= [(?cY'p)cl(?p)uo?] p 
= @.‘/I A CY(p A p)) V U’p. 
By III, pr\p~(O,p}. If p~p=O, then c,p=(a2pr\O)va2p=a’p=c2p. If 
p A p = p then p <p, hence a*p < a’p and we have c, p = a2p A a*p) v a’p = a’p = 
c2 P. 
(B) Now, we prove that the free separable test algebra Fz,” does not exist. 
Let F,,,, n = (9&,9&) and c,,c,E&& be as in A,11 and (99,&?), h:F,,,+(g,%?) as 
in A, IV. Since (?J, 9) is separable, h factors through the surjective homomorphism 
f%,.+C,. induced by the identity map on generators. We have c1 p = c,p for 
all p E Z#F and h is surjective so that f(c,) q = f(c2) q for all q. Then the separability 
of Fi, n implies f(cl) =f(c,), a contradiction. 
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Although free algebras in HSP(STA) need not be separable, the following 
theorem is valid. 
THEOREM 2. Every free algebra in HSP(STA) can be embedded in a direct 
product of finite separable Kripke test structures. 
The aim of the rest of this part is to prove the above theorem. The proof follows 
the scheme of Pratt’s proof [ 19,201 for HSP(SDA) but it requires an essential 
refinement of arguments. 
First, let us define FL-sets and FL-test-sets. Let Ff: = (&?y, %“,“) be an absolutely 
free algebra of the type of dynamic algebras (i.e., no axioms are required). Every 
element of Fy can be regarded as a term in operation symbols and generator sym- 
bols. Terms in J%?: will be called Boolean terms and terms in c%tj action terms. 
Following Pratt [ 191, let us call Cc 3: an FL-set if 
(1) P v qEC*P,qEC 
(2) -pEC*pEC 
(3) ape C=pE C 
(4) (aub)pEC=-ap,bpEC 
(5) (ab)pEC*a(bp)EC 
(6) a*p E C * a(a*p) E C. 
The FL-closure of a set ZE gy is the smallest FL-set containing Z. By [3], the 
FL-closure of a finite set is finite. 
In an absolutely free algebra (gA, %)A) of the type of test algebras, we define an 
FL-test set as a set Cc @A that is closed with respect to (l)-(6) and 
(7) if p E C and ?q is a subterm of p then q E C. 
The FL-test closure of a set Z E &?A is the smallest FL-test set containing Z. 
LEMMA. The FL-test closure of a finite subset of BA is finite. 
Proof (a) First, notice that if a is an action term which is a subterm of a term 
in the FL-closure of a set Z c gA then a is also a subterm of a term in Z. In fact, a 
routine verification shows that if a is a subterm of a term-or terms-on the right- 
hand side of any of the rules (l)-(6) then it is also a subterm of the left-hand side of 
the rule in question. 
(b) If F= (gA, 8)A) is an absolutely free algebra of the type of test algebras 
and Z c gA is finite, denote by Z, the set of all q such that ?q is a subterm of a term 
in Z. Now, if subterms ?q of terms in Zu Z, are regarded as action generators then 
Z u Z, may be thought as a finite set of Boolean elements of an absolutely free 
algebra (gy, W,D) of t ype of dynamic algebras and then its FL-closure C in 
(a,“, 97) is finite. Now, C is the FL-test closure of Z in (aA, gA). In fact, if PE C 
and ?q is one of its subterms then, by (a), it is a subterm of a term in Z u Z, . Since 
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all elements of Z, are subterms of elements of Z, ?q is a subterm of an element of Z 
and hence q E Z, c C. 
LEMMA. Let F= (93,9) be a free algebra in HSP(STA). Let Z c $3 be finite. 
Then there exists a homomorphism f = ( fB, f*) of F into a finite Kripke test struc- 
ture such that fB is one-to-one on Z. 
Proof: Let B, and R, be the set of Boolean generators and action generators, 
respectively. Let F, = (gA, a,) be the absolutely free algebra of the type of test 
algebras over (B,, R,), let h: FA + F be the homomorphism identical on (B,, R,). 
Choose a finite set Z, c gA with h,(Z,) 3 Z. Let C, be the FL-test closure of Z, 
in F, and let gA be the subalgebra of BA generated by C (with respect to the 
operations v , -, and the nullary operation 1). Put C = h,(C,) and 9 = hl(gA). 
Since C, is finite, C is also finite. Thus 9 is also finite because it is a finitely 
generated Boolean algebra. Let K= (9, F) be the full Kripke test structure over the 
finite Boolean algebra D (i.e., elements of I are all additive functions; by [19], K is 
isomorphic to a Kripke structure being finite). We define a map f = (fg, f@): 
(B,, R,) + K such that f is identical on G8 A B and arbitrary on B, - G4 and for every 
a, E R,, fJa,,) = coo: 9 + 9 such that 
Since F is free, f: (B,, R,) + K can be extended to a homomorphism 
f = (f&, fyp): F -+ K. We shall prove that f is identical on all of 9, hence one-to-one 
on Zcg. 
To this end, we prove claims (i), (ii), (iii) below; we omit the subscripts B, &? in 
f&fit> h,, writing f and h only. 
Denote A the set of all action subterms of terms in C,. For every a E A and 
rEC,, 
0) fh(a)O)>h(a)h(p) for all PEAR, 
(ii) jh(a) h(p) = h(a) h(p) for all p E gA with ap E C,, 
(iii) jh(r) = h(r). 
Notice that (iii) implies the statement of Lemma for Zc h(C,). 
Claims (i)-(iii) will be proved by induction on c(a) and c(r), where c(a) is the 
number of (operation and generator) symbols in a and analogously c(r). We shall 
prove that 
(I) (i)-(iii) are valid if c(a) = 1 = c(r), 
(II) if (i) and (ii) are valid for all a E A with c(a) < n and (iii) is valid for all 
r E C, with c(r) < n then (a) (iii) holds for all r E C, with c(r) = n and (b) (i) and 
(ii) hold for all a E A with c(a) = n. 
(I) If c(r) = 1 then r E B, or r = 0 or r = 1; anyway, (iii) holds for f is identical on 
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h(B,) = B,,. If c(a) = 1 then a E R,, h(a) = a, and (i) and (ii) follow by the definition 
off(a) and by the fact that up E C implies h(u) h(p) = h(q) E 9. 
(IIa) Let c(r) = n > 1; then r has one of the following forms: 
(1) r=rl v r2, where c(r,), c(rz) < n. Then r,, r2 E C, and by the induction 
hypothesis (iii) we havefh(r) =fh(r,) vfh(r,) = h(r,) v h(r,) = h(r). 
(2) r= -r,, where c(rl ) < n. This is analogous. 
(3) r =bp, where c(b), c(p) < n. Then pi E C,, be A, and by the induction 
hypotheses (ii) and (iii) applied to b and pi, respectively, we have 
(iii) (11)  
fh(r)=fh(b)fh(pl)=fh(b) NPI)=~(~) NPI)=~(~). 
(IIb) Let c(u) = n > 1; then a has one of the following forms: 
(1) a = u1 u u2, where ~(a,), c(u2) < n. Then a,, a, E A and by the induction 
hypothesis (i), for every p E BA, 
“P(a) h(P) =.ma, 1 h(P) v ma,) h(P) 
2 h(a,) h(P) v Na2) h(P) = h(a) h(P), 
which proves (i). As for (ii), observe that up E C, implies a, p, u2 p E C, and we may 
use the induction hypothesis (ii) proceeding as for (i). 
(2) u=ulu2, where c(cI,), c(a2) <h. Then a,, a,~,4 and we apply the induc- 
tion hypothesis twice, first to u2 and then to u,:fh(u) h(p)=fi(u,)[fh(u)h(p)] 2 
fh(a,)[h(u,) h(p)] 2 h(u,)[h(u,) h(p)] =h(u) h(p) which proves (i). If, moreover, 
upeCA then u,p~C~, u,(a,p)~ C,, and we can prove (ii) analogously using 
induction hypothesis (ii) applied to u2 and a,. 
(3) a=?q, where c(q) <n. Then qe C,. Hence fh(q) = h(q) by induction 
hypothesis (iii) applied to r = q, and for every p E gA, 
fh(a) h(P) =fh(?q) h(P) = (‘wxq)) h(P) 
=fh(q) * h(P) = h(q) A h(P) 
= m(q)) h(P) = Vq) h(P) = Mu) h(P). 
(4) u=a:, where c(u,)<n. First, let us prove (i). As a, EA, we may use 
induction hypothesis (i) applied to a, to get fh(u,) h(s) 2 h(u,) h(s) for all s E gA. 
Then for all p E B’,+, 
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Thus, by (5’) in the Introduction, 
fh(aF) h(p) = (fh(a,))* 4~) = min(qE % h(p) 6 9 2fh(al) 4) 
~min{qE~;h(p)~qbh(a,)q) =Na,)* h(p)=4G)4p). 
As for (ii), suppose a:p E CA. Then ui(u: p) E C, and by induction hypothesis (ii) 
applied to a, we have @(a,) h(uFp) = /~(a,) h(a:p) = h(a,(ui+p)) < h(u:p) and 
h(u:p) 2 h(p), where the last two inequalities follow by (5’) in the Introduction. 
Since 
and 
fh(a:)h(p)=Vh(a,))* h(p)=min{qE~;h(p)dq~fh(a,)q}. 
for q=h(a:p), we have q> (fh(a,))* h(p). Hence 
As (i) has already been proved, the reverse inequality holds, too, which completes 
the proof of lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let F= (9#‘,9) be a free algebra in HSP(STA) over 
(B,, R,); if B, u RO is finite, we embed F into a free algebra over a larger number of 
generators. Thus, we may suppose that B, u R, is infinite so that F is separable. For 
every pair p, q of distinct elements of a we find a finite full Kripke test structure 
K,, y and a homomorphism f,, y : F -+ K,, y such that f,, Jp) f f,, Jq); this is possible 
by the preceding lemma. The next reasoning is a standard one: F can be embedded 
into a direct product K of the Kp,4 ‘s, where p, q range over all pairs of distinct 
elements of 98. If f = (&,f@): F -+ K is the homomorphism with frc,, y = f,, y, where 
np, 4 : K + K,,, y is the corresponding projection then fa is clearly one-to-one. Since F 
is separable, fyi is also one-to-one. Every Kp,y, being a finite full Kripke test struc- 
ture, is separable. The proof is concluded. 
COROLLARY 1. The equational classes generated by separable finite Kripke test 
structures and by separable test algebras coincide. 
This solves an open problem from [ 131. 
COROLLARY 2. The Boolean part of the equational theory generated by finite 
Kripke test structures coincides with the Boolean part of the equational theory of test 
algebras. 
This means that Boolean identities (i.e., identities in the Boolean part) which are 
valid in all finite Kripke test structures are the same as the Boolean identities which 
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are valid in all test algebras. This yields an alternative proof of the completeness of 
Segerberg’s axioms including the test axiom (6); see Pratt [ 191 for dynamic logic 
without tests. 
Another consequence is the following 
PROPOSITION. Every free algebra HSP(STA) is representable, i.e., isomorphic to a 
Kripke structure. 
The proof follows from the obvious fact that a subalgebra of a direct product of 
Kripke test structures is representable, cf. [16] for HSP(SDA). 
III. EPIMORPHISMS 
The problem whether epimorphisms coincide with surjective homomorphisms in 
various classes of dynamic or test algebras was considered in Nemeti [ 13, 14, 23 in 
connection with Beth definability properties. This was shown in [13] not to be the 
case in SP(SDA) and left as an open problem for several classes of test algebras for 
the argument did not work in the presence of “?.” The following shows that 
epimorphisms are not necessarily surjective in HSP(SDA) and in HSP(STA). A 
dynamic or test algebra (?J:, W) is called associative if 
(ab) c = a(bc)(a, b, c E S?). 
THEOREM 3. Let K be any class of associative dynamic or test algebras containing 
separable Kripke (test) structures. Then K admits an epimorphism such that neither 
its action part nor its Boolean part are surjective. 
ProojY Let exp Z be the power set algebra of the set Z of integers; let gz be its 
subalgebra generated by all one-element sets {n}, nE Z, and let a, be the sub- 
algebra of $$ generated by all {n} with n positive. Let (g,, 9,) be the Kripke (test) 
structure such that %?1 is generated by actions a,, a,, where 
a0 = {(n, n); n E Z>, a,{(n,n+ l);nEZ} 
and let (gz, 5%?*) be defined analogously with action generators a,, a, and 
aal= {(n,n- l);nEZ} 
Clearly, gz - g, # @ and &?* - ,~%?r # a. We prove that the embedding of (3,) g1 ) 
into (a*, gz) is an epimorphism in K. Let h= (h,, h,), h’= (h&, hk) be two 
homomorphisms from (&&, &?*) to an associative dynamic (test) algebra; let these 
homomorphisms coincide on (B1, 9,). To prove h = h’, it suffices to show 
h,(aa,)=h&(aa,). We have aa,(a,a-,)=(a-,a,)a_, and a,a-,=a-,a,=a,. 
Thus 
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and h, = hj, because h,( {n}) = h>( (n}) for any n positive, hence 
~,((O))=~,(u~l{1})=~,(u-l)~,({l}) 
=~g(u~l)~~({l})=~~({O}), 
and we prove A,( ( -n}) = h&( { -FZ}) by induction. 
Remark. The above theorem generalizes [ 133 for dynamic algebras and solves 
all problems for test algebras mentioned there except for the class of all dynamic 
algebras or test algebras where our proof does not work. 
Remark. If (fJB, f%) is an epimorphism in the class of all dynamic algebras then 
the action part f9 is surjective. If (fB, fyp): (9S, 95’) + (S?‘, 9’) is an epimorphism in 
the class of all test algebras then f&95’) u { ?p; p E @‘} generates all of 9%“. 
Indeed, suppose f = (fJB, f*): ($?,92) + (97, 9’) is a homomorphism of dynamic 
algebras such that fS is not surjective. Let (B’, B”) be the dynamic algebra with 
W”=W’x (0, l}, 
(a, i) u (6, j) = (au b, max{i, j}), 
(a, 4th j) = tab, max{ 6 j) h 
(a, i)* = (a*, i), (4 4 p = UP 
and let (a’, &?) be the algebra factor of (B’, 92”) obtained by identifying 
(40)=(4 1) for a l f&.4?). (*I 
Let h = (A,, A,): (CA?‘, 9”) + (B’, 8?) be the canonical homomorphism. Define gCi) = 
(g$), g$)): (a’, 92’) + (99’, 9”) (i = 0, l), g$)‘p = p, g$u = (a, i). Then hg(‘), hg”’ are 
two distinct homomorphisms with hg’O)f = hg” tf, hence f is not an epimorphism. 
If (B, B), (9,B’) are test algebras, define the dynamic algebra (P, 9”) as 
above but replace &(a) in (*) by the subalgebra of 9’ generated by f,(B) u 
{?P;PE&?‘}. Then th e resulting dynamic algebra (.W, 8) can be equipped with a 
test operation 7, 
Tp=(?p,O)=(?p, l), 
where ? denotes the test operation in (GY, a’), such that hg(O), hg”) are 
homomorphisms of test algebras and the conclusion is the same as above. 
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OPEN PROBLEM. Does there exist and epimorphism in the class of all dynamic 
algebras or in the class of all test algebras, whose Boolean part is not surjective? 
IV. REMARKS 
We give a list of some results on test algebras which are obtained from the 
corresponding results on dynamic algebras using the same or slightly modified 
proofs. The references below are related to the latter. 
Every separable test algebra can be represented by a nonstandard Kripke test 
structure (defined as the Kripke structure except that the condition concerning the 
operation * is replaced by a weaker condition “a* is the least reflexive and trans- 
itive relation in W containing a”), see [7]. 
There is a duality between separable test algebras and test modified topological 
dynamic spaces, Kozen [S]. 
Every representable test algebra (3?,%?) is *-continuous, i.e., a*p = VzO a’~ 
(a E 9, p E S3) (Pratt [ 191). Moreover, representable test algebras satisfy stronger 
continuity conditions-strong-*- continuity (Kozen [ 71) and relative *-continuity 
(Reiterman and Trnkova [21]). These conditions are not sufficient for a test 
algebra to be representable. E.g., let (S3, .4?) be a full complete test algebra, i.e., 4I is 
a complete Boolean algebra and W is the set of all completely additive functions on 
3 with operations defined in a standard way. If (g, &‘) is not the full Kripke struc- 
ture and if the cardinality of ~?3 is not too large (specifically, nonmeasurable) then 
(~‘,+G@) is not representable (Reiterman and Trnkova [22]). Another example [21]: 
if .@ = exp W with W of uncountable but nonmeasurable cardinality and 3! = all 
o-additive functions on exp W then (L&Y, 2’) is a separable *-continuous test algebra 
that does not admit any homomorphism to any Kripke test structure. On the other 
hand, finite test algebras [19] and even test algebras with a finite action part [21] 
are representable. 
Test algebras can be equipped with one more unary operation a+ a’, called 
reversion, which is axiomatized by 
(7) (ab)- =b-a- 
(8) (sub)- =a- ub 
(9) a--=a 
(10) p6 -a( -u-p). 
(This operation appears already in the Kozen’s definition [7].) The presence of the 
reversion ensures some nice properties: all actions in a test algebra with reversion 
are completely additive [22]. Every separable *-continuous test algebra with rever- 
sion can be represented as a subalgebra of a full complete test algebra [22]. Every 
countable separable *-continuous test algebra (~33, 9) with reversion, where ~3 is 
atomic is representable (Kozen [12]). 
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We did not consider. 
-the validity of the results above for test algebras with reversion, 
-the problem of the existence of a countable separable nonrepresentable test 
algebra [ 12, 213, 
-the problem of the existence of a separable test algebra without reversion 
which cannot be embedded into a full complete test algebra [22]. 
-the nonequational logic aspects of test algebras [ 1,9, 131, 
--connections with other, more traditional branches of algebraic logic, 
represented by [4, 5, 15, 171. 
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